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Abstract— Behavior selection is typically a “built-in” feature of
behavior-based architectures and hence not amenable to change.
There are, however, circumstances where changing behavior selection strategies is useful and can lead to better performance. In
this paper, we demonstrate that such dynamic changes of behavior selection mechanisms are beneficial in several circumstances.
We first categorize existing behavior selection mechanisms along
three dimensions and then discuss seven possible circumstances
where dynamically switching among them can be beneficial.
Using the agent architecture framework APOC, we show how
instances of all (non-empty) categories can be captured and how
additional architectural mechanisms can be added to allow for
dynamic switching among them. In particular, we propose a
generic architecture for dynamic behavior selection, which can
integrate existing behavior selection mechanisms in a unified way.
Based on this generic architecture, we then verify that dynamic
behavior selection is beneficial in the seven cases by defining
architectures for simulated and robotic agents and performing
experiments with them. The quantitative and qualitative analyses
of the results obtained from extensive simulation studies and
experimental runs with robots verify the utility of the proposed
mechanisms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Agent architectures are blueprints of control systems of
agents. They depict the arrangement of control components
(i.e., where and how they are connected), and hence the functional organization of the overall control system. In behaviorbased systems, a subset of these components is used to
implement behaviors, i.e., sequences of actions of an agent
that are intended to achieve a certain (sub-)task (such as a
follow wall behavior in a robot that would make the robot
move along a wall at a minimum distance). These components
are typically also referred to as “behaviors”. Since it is possible
that two different behaviors (i.e., the components) require control over the same effectors (such as turn left vs. turn
right, or go to campus vs. go home), behavior-based
architectures need to provide mechanisms to decide which
behavior gets to control the agent’s effectors at any given time.
This is the so-called action-selection problem [1], which we
will in the following refer to as the behavior selection problem,
given that behaviors (and not actions) are conceptually the

basic elements in behavior-based architectures.1
The mechanisms used for behavior selection are typically
fixed in behavior-based architectures. And while it may be
possible to adjust some of the mechanisms’ parameters to
make them more adaptive, they cannot be changed altogether.
A subsumption-based architecture [2], for example, cannot be
changed into a schema-based architecture [3] at the level of
the architecture. Switching among different behavior selection
strategies, however, may be desirable or even required at times,
to increase the system’s performance, or to enable the system
to achieve a given task in the first place. Looking at biological
creatures it seems that many animals have the capability of
modifying their behavior selection strategies, typically as a
result of some learning process, which then generally leads
to better performance at the given task [4]. Furthermore,
they seem to be able to switch dynamically among different
behavior selection strategies depending on which one leads to
the best results. Hence, it would seem natural to allow for a
dynamic change of behavior selection strategies in behaviorbased systems as well.
There are, however, four problems with dynamic changes
of behavior selection strategies: (1) current behavior-based
architectures do not support multiple simultaneous behavior
selection processes among which the system can switch; (2)
it is, therefore, not clear how to structure an architecture
to allow for dynamic switching among different behavior
selection strategies, nor is it clear (3) which behavior selection
strategy to include in the design of the system (among which
it will then be able to switch), and (4) it is generally an open
question under what circumstances it is beneficial to switch
between two conflicting strategies. Note that the first problem
is a prerequisite for the other three, since it is not possible
to investigate the utility of dynamically switching among
behavior selection strategies if they cannot be implemented
together within the same architecture.
In this paper, we propose a solution to the first two problems
and then show how to tackle the third and fourth. To solve
the first two, we use the architecture framework APOC,
1 Note that since behaviors are typically defined to be sequences of actions,
a behavior could be comprised of only one action (and hence be as simple as
a single action).
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in which we can define and hence study any combination
of behavior selection mechanisms.2 Specifically, we provide
translations of standard behavior selection mechanisms into
the APOC framework and discuss a general way in which
these mechanisms can be combined. To advance on the third
and fourth problems, we first isolate seven cases, where
dynamically switching among behavior selection strategies
might be beneficial, and analyze the circumstances that could
trigger these switches. We then verify that switching behavior
selection strategies are beneficial in various instances of the
seven cases in two simulation studies and three experiments
with a robot.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly review
different behavior selection strategies and categorize them in
terms of whether the behavior selection is achieved by structural features of the architecture or by specialized components.
We then discuss seven scenarios in which dynamic changes
of behavior selection strategies might be useful for behaviorbased systems. After a brief overview of the architecture
framework APOC, we show how standard behavior selection
mechanism in behavior-based architectures can be formulated
within APOC. The previous theoretical discussion of the
potential utility of dynamically changing behavior selection
strategies is then complemented by experiments with simulated
and robotic behavior-based agents that show (1) how dynamic
changes in behavior selection strategies can be implemented
in behavior-based architectures and (2) that these mechanisms
lead to significantly better performance in a variety of tasks
compared to non-dynamic strategies.
II. A RCHITECTURAL M ECHANISMS FOR B EHAVIOR
S ELECTION
The “behavior selection” problem is a widely known problem among designers of behavior-based systems. Typically,
what is meant by “behavior selection” is the process by which
an agent decides what to do next, i.e., what behavior to
perform. It is important to distinguish two senses of “behavior”
in the context of behavior-based systems: (1) “behavior” as
that which is observable when an agent performs a task, and
(2) “behavior” as represented in an architectural component or
mechanism (possibly consisting of multiple components and
connections) that brings about or contributes to bringing about
a behavior in the first sense. Behaviors in the first sense may
or may not correspond to behaviors in the second sense (i.e.,
to architectural representations). It is, for example, possible
that an agent exhibits a behavior in the first sense that is
caused by the interplay of several behaviors in the second
sense under particular environmental conditions (e.g., “wall
following behavior” in a robot might result from the interplay
of forward movement and a behavior that moves the robot
back and reorients it slightly whenever the front sonars detect
an obstacle within a certain distance).3
2 APOC is a general framework for the analysis, comparison, and evaluation
of agent architectures and has been developed in our lab over the last several
years.
3 Such behaviors in the first sense that result from the interplay of behaviors
in the second sense and environmental conditions are often called “emergent”.
We will, however, refrain from using this term as it is fraught with conceptual
problems [5] and, moreover, is not needed for the explication of this work.

Several terms are used in the literature to refer to “behavior
selection”, although they often have different connotations
depending on when and where they are used. The most
commonly used term is “action selection” [1], [6], although
this term is less general than “behavior selection”, given
that not all behaviors might be easily decomposable into
sequences of actions in any natural way (e.g., a schema-based
implementation of formation maintenance in a team of robots
might not lend itself to a decomposition of the coordination
behavior in terms of discrete actions [7]). Also, the term
“action” is sometimes reserved for simple, atomic processes
and the term “behavior” is used to refer to more complex
processes composed of simpler ones ([8]). Finally, “behavior
selection” is sometimes used synonymously to “behavioral
coordination” or “behavior arbitration”, although there are
cases where all three terms denote different processes (e.g.,
“behavior coordination” might be what drives “behavior selection” in particular circumstances, and “behavior arbitration”
might or might not be involved in “behavior selection”).
We will use the term “behavior selection” to refer to the
process in a behavior-based architecture by which a set of
components implementing behaviors (in sense 2) will lose
control of the agent’s effectors and another set of components
implementing possibly different behaviors (in sense 2) will
gain control of the effectors. By “controlling the agent’s
effector” we mean that the controller (i.e., the component
controlling the effectors) and the effectors are connected
via an exclusive link that allows for information flow from
the controller to the effector. “Losing control”, then, means
that the information flow is interrupted or inhibited, “gaining
control” means that information flow is established or enabled.
This definition of “behavior selection” is an instance of
an architecture-based definition [9] in that it makes direct
reference to architectural features (such as components and
connections among them). It has several advantages over other
definitions (e.g., [1]): (1) it avoids terminological problems
(it is indifferent about what the components controlling the
effectors implement, actions or behaviors); (2) it covers the
whole process from one component controlling the effectors
to another component gaining control (i.e., the selection and
arbitration of actions or behaviors); (3) it covers architectures
where behavior selection is implicit (in that structural features
of the architecture determine which behavior is selected at any
given time) as well as architectures where behavior selection
is accomplished by special components; (4) it allows us to
distinguish different mechanisms based on how links between
components and effectors are interrupted/inhibited or established/enabled; and (5) it works for architecture specifications
at different levels of abstraction (i.e., it does not depend on
the degree to which an architecture is schematic). Note that
this definition only covers “behavior selection” for behaviors
in sense 2, and does not extend to “behavior selection”
for behaviors in sense 1, where factors extraneous to the
architecture might influence the observable behavior of an
agent (e.g., a robot that exhibits a turning behavior in sense
1 due to a slanted surface after having driven straight without
any architecture internal change to the selected “drive straight”
behavior).
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Based on this definition, we can now categorize different
proposals for behavior selection mechanisms in a systematic
way based on whether they are cooperative or competitive,
implicit or explicit, and adaptive or non-adaptive, and discuss
their different properties.
A. Cooperative versus Competitive Behavior Selection
Following [10], cooperative behavior selection requires
mechanisms that achieve some sort of “behavior (or command)
fusion”, integrating information from different sources in the
architecture before it is passed on to the effectors to produce
the current behavior.
Examples are voting mechanisms [11], [12], superposition
techniques [3], [13], [14], fuzzy command fusion mechanisms
[15], [16], or multiple objective behavior coordination methods [17], [18], [19]. Note that in the extreme case cooperative
mechanisms never actually “select” behaviors, because the set
of components implementing the agent’s basic behaviors is
permanently connected to the integration component, which
in turn is permanently connected to the effectors (as in simple
schema-based architectures).
Competitive behavior selection mechanisms, on the other
hand, require the selection of a behavior based on the result
of some competition process among different components,
possibly followed by the arbitration of the current behavior
(if a behavior different from the current one was selected
during competition). Examples are priority-based [2], statebased [20], [21], [22], [23], and winner-take-all competition
mechanisms [6], [24], [25].
Competitive and cooperative behavior selection mechanisms
are mutually exclusive in that the same set of behaviors cannot
use a cooperative and competitive mechanism at the same time.
However, it is still possible to use them together in the same
architecture as long as there is a way to decide which selection
mechanism gets to select behaviors at any given time (e.g.,
a hybrid architecture may consist of a cooperative behavior
selection mechanism in the reactive layer, and a competitive
mechanism in the deliberative layer, or vice versa).
We will present an example of an architecture with competitive and cooperative behavior selection in Section VI.
B. Implicit versus Explicit Behavior Selection
Behavior-based architectures can also be distinguished
based upon how behavior selection is accomplished, i.e.,
whether it is implicit or explicit. Implicit behavior selection
uses structural features of the architecture to select behaviors
(e.g., through a hierarchical arrangement of control components as in the competitive behavior selection of subsumption architectures [2], or through the relative strengths of
inhibitory and excitatory connections among components as in
the cooperative example of Braitenberg vehicles [26]), while
explicit behavior selection uses specialized components (e.g.,
as the summation component in schema-based architectures
for cooperative behavior selection [3] or the global algorithm
which chooses a module in the ANA architecture [6], [27] for
competitive behavior selection).

Implicit and explicit behavior selection mechanisms are also
mutually exclusive analogous to competitive and cooperative
mechanisms. Yet, as with competitive and cooperative mechanisms, they can coexist in one architecture. A specialized
component for behavior selection, call it  , for example, may
be part of a hierarchical structure that determines the order
in which behaviors get to control the effectors (e.g., based on
inputs from the environment). If the behavior implemented in
 is selected, then behavior selection proceeds according to
the policy implement by  , otherwise it proceeds according
to the hierarchical structure. Note that in this case behavior
selection determined by the hierarchy has precedence over
behavior selection determined by  . We will present an
example of an architecture that combines both implicit and
explicit mechanisms in Section VII.
C. Adaptive versus Non-Adaptive Behavior Selection
Since behavior selection is typically a built-in feature
of behavior-based architectures (especially in architectures
with implicit behavior selection like subsumption), it is not
amenable to change in most architectures (e.g., [2], [6],
[1], [28] and many others). We shall call behavior selection
strategies that cannot be modified throughout the lifetime of
an architecture instance non-adaptive.
Some architectures, however, allow for the adjustment or
adaptation of behavior selection strategies [29], [30], [31]. We
shall call such architectures adaptive. Adaptation in these systems generally consists of either modifying internal parameters
which affect the choice of the behavior or modifying the set of
available behaviors from which a choice can be made based on
a triggering condition. Thus, any modification in the behavior
selection strategy in these architectures is achieved within the
context of a fixed strategy (and typically only parameters of a
specialized component are modified).
One adaptive approach with explicit behavior selection
proposed a “hybrid cooperative-competitive” behavior selection strategy [32]. Here, adaptation occurs through reinforcement learning, during which fusion parameters of decision
components that integrate the outputs of two behaviors are
learnt. Analogous to the above mechanisms, modifications
of behavior selection strategies are achieved by varying two
parameters of specialized integration components.4
Finally, there are also proposals for implicit adaptive mechanisms (e.g., [33]), where a variant of Hebbian learning in
a neural network is used to learn the fusion parameters (i.e.,
the weights on connections from different behaviors that are
combined to yield the overall motor output).
While the previous two dimensions are concerned with
properties of the architecture layout, the distinction between
adaptive and non-adaptive behavior selection is pertinent to
the run-time instance of an architecture. Table I summarizes
the proposed categorization of behavior selection mechanisms
in common architectures along all three dimensions.
4 Since the employed fusion mechanism only gives rise to competitive behavior selection in the limiting case (analogous to schema-based approaches),
it will be classified as “cooperative,” see also Section V-F.
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TABLE I
E XAMPLES OF BEHAVIOR SELECTION STRATEGIES CLASSIFIED ALONG THE THREE PROPOSED DIMENSIONS : COMPETITIVE VS . COOPERATIVE , EXPLICIT
VS . IMPLICIT, AND ADAPTIVE VS . NON - ADAPTIVE .

Explicit
Implicit

Explicit
Implicit

Competitive
Agent Network [6]
Bayesian Decision Analysis [20]
Foka [22], Probabilistic methods [21]
Subsumption [2], Baerends [36]
Competitive
Alliance [30], Yamada [29]

Non-Adaptive

Cooperative
Lorenz [34], Schema [3], DAMN [12], Balch [13], Jenkins [14]
Multiple Objective Behavior Coordination [17], [18], [19]
Fuzzy fusion [15], [16], Action Voting [35]
Braitenberg [26]
Adaptive
Cooperative
Hybrid Coordination[32], BeCA [31]
DAC [33]

III. W HY DYNAMIC C HANGES OF B EHAVIOR S ELECTION
S TRATEGIES ?
What is common to architectures implementing behavior
selection strategies from any of the above categories is that
they use each strategy exclusively, i.e., only one strategy is
employed in any given architecture. And although architectures with adaptive behavior selection strategies can modify
parameters (of their behavior selection strategy), thus changing
the strategy over time so as to improve the performance of an
agent in a given environment, they cannot use different parameter settings for different circumstances (e.g., they cannot
learn a good strategy for one environment, and then learn a
different strategy for another environment without “unlearning” the previous one). However, there are many situations,
where switching among different behavior selection strategies,
which we will refer to as dynamic behavior selection, can be
advantageous for behavior-based agents (in particular, robots).
In the following, we consider seven different cases, in which
dynamic behavior selection can be beneficial. Later, we will
verify for all of these cases the utility of dynamic behavior
selection in experiments with simulated and robotic agents
(see Sections VI and VII).
A. Case 1: Selection of Sensory Information
Selecting a subset of all available sensory information
for perceptual processing can be useful to reduce overall
processing and lead to better performance, especially in robots,
where sensory input is often unreliable. Sonar sensors, for
example, often produce erroneous readings, cameras fail in
dark environments, shaft encoder counts do not reflect the
actual distance traveled on slippery surfaces, etc. Fortunately,
many of these errors can be detected (at least to some degree)
by means specific to each sensory modality (e.g., frequent
wide variability in sonar values, low brightness levels in camera images, discrepancy between motor encoder counts and
sonar readings relative to landmarks, etc). Behavior selection
can then be dynamically adjusted so that it will be based
only on the (more) reliable sensory inputs by automatically
eliminating sensory input that is not reliable, either temporarily
or permanently (e.g., in the case of a broken sonar sensor
that always returns the same reading). By the same token,
redundant or irrelevant sensor information, if detectable, can
be ignored.

B. Case 2: Emergency Responses
Embodied agents will typically need fast mechanisms to
deal with emergency situations. Such “global alarm systems”
[37] have to be connected to the sensors and effectors in such
a way that they can interrupt any behavior and take control
of the agent’s effectors. In other words, behavior selection
in a system with alarms might be competitive at the level
of the alarm mechanisms, but could be cooperative for other
behaviors (i.e., when the alarm is not activated), thus retaining
advantages of cooperative behavior selection. While alarms
are typically directly associated with emergency behaviors, it
is also possible to use alarms only to change the behavior
selection strategy temporarily until the state that triggered the
alarm has changed (e.g., a particular urgent goal has been
accomplished).
C. Case 3: Infeasible Behaviors
Combining behaviors based on sensory inputs via a fixed
mechanism can at times prompt the agent to attempt infeasible
behaviors. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 1, where
an agent ( ) is trying to reach an item (black circle) in the
environment, which is partially blocked by obstacles (white
circles). While moving down and moving to the left are both
feasible behaviors, their straight-forward combination (e.g., as
it might occur in a schema-based system) produces a behavior
(diagonal move) which is not feasible given the current state
of the environment.
A
B

Fig. 1. Examples of an infeasible combination of feasible behaviors (go
left and go down for agent A) and a feasible behavior from combination
of infeasible behaviors (go right and go down for agent B) in order to
get to the goal state (black circle). White circles denote obstacles.

A possible (and simple) solution to the combination problem is to temporarily change the behavior selection strategy:
instead of combining behaviors, individual behaviors are given
priority.
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D. Case 4: Extending the Behavioral Repertoire
The converse problem to “infeasible behaviors” is a situation where no sequence of individual behaviors can accomplish
an agent’s task (e.g., as in the case of agent  in Figure 1, whose basic behaviors are limited to move-forward,
move-backwards, turn-left, and turn-right). In
that case, temporary combinations of behaviors (e.g., via
behavior-fusion) might permit the agent to achieve the task
(e.g.,  would combine move-forward and turn-right
to perform a diagonal movement).
E. Case 5: Mappings between Context and Behavior Selection
Strategies
The last two cases illustrated that it is sometimes beneficial
to switch between cooperative and competitive behavior selection. In general, such switches will be context dependent,
and can, hence, be defined by a mapping between context
and a set of behavior selection strategies (or parameters of
behavior selection strategies), where the context will generally
include states internal to the architecture in addition to sensory
information. Specifically, instead of only having a single state
variable that determines which one of two behavior selection
strategy should become active, a mapping from a subset of
all agent state variables (including sensory states) to behavior
selection strategies generalizes this idea by allowing the agent
to decide at any given moment in time which behavior
selection strategy to use. For example, a mapping from sonar
sensor activations and an inner state variable for determining
the robot’s current activity (e.g., wandering or target following
mode) could be used to implement better obstacle avoidance
by making the behavior selection strategy (e.g., cooperative
or competitive behavior selection) dependent on the different sensory readings in wandering mode (e.g., competitive
behavior selection could be used for any individually low
sensor reading, but competitive behavior selection could be
used whenever more than two sensors on different sides of
the robot are below a certain threshold).
Such mappings between contexts and behavior selection
strategies might be a way to represent solutions for whole
classes of problems in a very compact way. These mappings
could be either fixed or learned through experience, and might
improve the agent’s overall level of adaptivity without the
need for a deliberative layer (in which a planner operates on
a representation of the environment in order to find a solution
to a particular problem, i.e., finding a plan representing a
sequence of actions or behaviors to achieve the task).
In general, mappings from context to behavior selection
strategy could benefit many applications. For example, a
context-dependent preference mechanism could be implemented based on such a mapping if several behavioral sequences exist to achieve a particular task (e.g., a robot assembling cars might perform actions sequentially if run in
“demonstration mode”, even though these actions could be
performed in parallel). Or a learning mechanism could try to
establish the best behavior selection strategy for a given agent
state either by systematically trying out all available behaviors
(which would allow the agent in the above cases to associate

particular environmental setups with behavior selection strategies) or by systematically varying the parameters of a behavior
selection strategy in the given state until the best strategy is
found (e.g., based on gradient ascent over some performance
measure).
F. Case 6: Attentional Mechanisms
Attentional mechanisms in animals and humans serve the
purpose of channeling sensory information and focusing processing on salient or important stimuli. They can also redirect
processing resources dependent on the “focus of attention”,
for which they often require control of the agent’s effectors as
well (e.g., to be able to look in the direction of a loud noise).
Attentional mechanisms can be integrated into behaviorbased architectures by allowing them to control dynamic
switches among behavior selection strategies (which behavior
selection strategy they switch to can either be fixed or learned).
G. Case 7: Learning Behaviors
Often an agent can determine how well it is doing at a
given task based on some observable internal or external
state (e.g., how much energy is left that can be used for
locomotion or how close an agent is to a given goal state
based on sensory input). In general, if a performance measure
is available within the agent’s architecture, it is possible to
define a simple unsupervised, reinforcement learning component that can learn a mapping from contexts to behavior
selection strategies based on the performance measure.5 In
the simplest case, the component could automatically switch at
random among different behavior selection mechanisms during
a “learning phase”, recording context performance pairs, and
then eventually always pick the best behavior selection mechanism based on the learnt associations for the given context.
Alternatively, learning could be triggered by other components
(or by repeated failure at achieving a task) and proceed in a
systematic fashion (e.g., low cost behaviors are always tried
first).
IV. T HE APOC F RAMEWORK
The examples presented in the previous section are only a
few from a much larger set of possible useful applications of
dynamically changing behavior selection strategies, which can
improve an agent’s performance (as measured by quantifiable
variables dependent on the task at hand).
Prerequisite to employing dynamically changing behavior
selection strategies in an architecture, however, is a behaviorbased architecture that allows for multiple behavior selection
mechanisms to be present at the same time (during the lifetime
of the architecture instance). None of the behavior-based
architectures described in section 2 allow for the simultaneous
presence of multiple behavior selection mechanisms at the
architecture level. And while it may be possible to implement
different selection mechanisms on top of existing ones (e.g.,
an explicit cooperative scheme such as a voting scheme on
5 The performance measure can be implicit in the architecture or explicitly
represented (e.g., as a numeric value).
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top of an implicit competitive one such as subsumption), such
implementations do not add new architectural mechanisms to
an architecture, nor do they integrate existing mechanisms
in a systematic and efficient way–both of which are goals
of this paper. To be able to study different mechanisms
within one architecture, we will use the agent architecture
framework APOC, which provides a general formalism for the
definition of agent architectures. Within this formalism, we can
express all of the above discussed behavior selection schemes
and define new architectures that combine any number of
them within one architecture. Moreover, APOC provides a
formalism to deal with run-time modification of an architecture
(i.e., the instantiation of new and termination of existing
components), which is crucial for the implementation of the
full range of possible dynamic behavior selection strategies
that we discussed previously.6.
In the following subsections, we will provide an informal
summary of the relevant properties of the APOC architecture
framework. Section 5 will then show how behavior selection
mechanisms from each of the seven non-empty categories in
Table I can be expressed in APOC.

One way of utilizing the APOC component model is to view
it (i.e., the process updating the state of a component based on
the definition in the update function  ) as a process manager
of the component’s associated process. This construal makes it
possible to separate information concerned with architectureinternal processing, i.e., control information, from other information (e.g., sensory information that is processed in various
stages). For behavior-based architectures, this separation is
particularly interesting as it makes the control flow involved in
behavior selection mechanisms explicit. Figure 2 summarizes
the basic structure of an APOC component.
P-links
Priority
Activation
C-links

C-links

update function F

O-links

O-links
associated
process

A-links

A. APOC Components
The APOC framework views agent architectures as networks of (typically heterogeneous) computational components
connected by four types of links called Activation, Priority,
Observer, and Component links (hence the name “APOC”).
Each component in APOC is an autonomous computational
unit with activation and priority levels. It can receive inputs
from and send outputs to other components via its links. Inputs
(from incoming links) are processed and outputs (to outgoing
links) are produced according to an update function F, which
determines the functionality that the component implements,
i.e., the mapping from inputs and internal component states
(e.g., the current activation and priority values) to outputs
and updated internal component states (e.g., new activation
and priority values). The update function thus provides the
specification for a computational process that, in an instantiated component, continuously updates the component’s overall
state. The particular algorithm for implementing the update
function  has to be defined separately for each component
type employed in an architecture.
Different from components in other formalisms such as
schemas in RS [45] or the “augmented finite state machines”
(AFSMs) in the subsumption architecture [2], an APOC
component can also have an “associated process” (in addition
to the computational process updating the state of the component), which it can start, interrupt, resume, or terminate. The
associated process can either be a physical process external
to the architecture (e.g., a process controlling the motors in
a wheeled robot), or a self-contained computational process
that takes inputs from the component and delivers outputs to
it (e.g., a process implementing a blob detection algorithm that
takes an image and returns all blobs of a particular color).
6 More details about APOC can be found in [38], [39], [40], [41], [42],
[43], [44]

A-links
P-links

Fig. 2. The basic structure of an APOC component showing bundles of
incoming and outgoing links of each of the four types as well as the priority
and activation levels together with the update function
and the associated
process.



Depending on how behaviors are modelled in APOC, i.e.,
whether they are expressed explicitly as part of the update
function  or implicitly as implemented in the associated
process, different architectural mechanisms in APOC can be
used to model the behavior selection mechanisms employed
in the literature. Typically, there are many ways in which
any given mechanism can be expressed in APOC. Since
we are interested in general mechanisms for dynamically
modifiable behavior selection strategies, we will not make
any assumptions about a particular rendition of a behavior
in APOC (e.g., whether it is implemented in the associated
process), but rather aim at general mechanisms that make use
of only a minimal set of APOC mechanisms. As a result, we
will exclude the priority mechanism, the involved P-links, and
the associated process, and, hence, only briefly the describe
the remaining three link types, which are used in the rest of
the paper.
B. The A-link
A-links are activation passing links, such as those used
for communication among components in many behaviorbased architectures (e.g., [1], [6]). The function of an Alink is to transfer one unit of information (e.g., the activation
of a component) from a source component to a destination
component within a particular time interval (this “delay factor”
can be specified separately for each A-link).
As part of this transfer, an A-link can perform an (optional)
operation on the data (e.g., a weighting of a numerical value,
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or a filter operation). This allows not only for the transduction
of data, but also for several learning mechanisms at the
architecture level. For example, by modifying the operator on
a link, neural-network-based learning (e.g., Hebbian and backpropagation) can be implemented. By allowing modifications
to the delay factor on an A-link, associations can be learned
and priming can be obtained for information retrieval as in the
ACT-R cognitive architecture [46] (e.g., by decreasing transfer
time between two components which are active at the same
time).7 Finally, many learning mechanisms (such as chunking,
associative learning, etc.) can be implemented through runtime instantiation and deletion of architectural components
in a generic way, as will be demonstrated for trial-and-error
learning in Section 7.
C. The O-Link
The O-link provides a “non-intrusive” way for components
to observe the state of other components.8 Analogous to
A-links, O-links have a delay factor associated with them.
Different from A-links, information flow does not depend on
the observed component (i.e., whether the component initiates
an information transfer), but solely depends on the observing
component.
D. The C-Link
Architectures in the APOC formalism are specified in
terms of type relationships among APOC components, which
provides a direct way of specifying abstract structures and
modules. In an implemented architecture, instances of these
types need to be created in the running virtual machine. To be
able to model the relationship between component types and
their instances, C-links are used to formally express the ability
of a component to instantiate another component or link, or
to remove an already existing instance of another component
or link at run-time. Figure 3 shows a simple example of type
specification and run-time component instantiation.
T1

T2

C

I1

I2

I1

I2

C
T3

C
I3

I3

I1
C
I4

Fig. 3. From left to right: the type diagram of an architecture in APOC
with three components, its initial instantiation, the state after an instantiation
request by component I2 through a C-link, and its state after an instantiation
request by component I1 through a C-link.

T1, T2, and T3 represent three component types, with types
T1 and T2 utilizing the functionality implemented by type
T3. Components I1 and I2 are instances of types T1 and T2
respectively, while components I3 and I4 are instances of type
7 Several other learning mechanisms, e.g., ART network-based learning [47],
or Q-learning can be defined within the APOC framework, see also [43].
8 Components are observed to the extent that their state is observable–at the
very least the activation and priority values can be observed in all components,
but additional states might be observable dependent on the component’s
specification.

T3. When the architecture is first instantiated, components I1,
I2, and I3 are instantiated. After the first explicit request for
execution from I2, I2 is connected to the existing instance I3.
The next request from I1 then results in the instantiation of
I4.
V. B EHAVIOR S ELECTION M ECHANISMS

IN

APOC

There are many ways in which behavior-based architectures
can be expressed in the APOC framework. A sequential architecture (with a single computational process), for example,
could be viewed as a single APOC component, where the
architecture’s functionality is entirely encoded in the update
function  . However, this is clearly not an interesting use of
the APOC formalism. The utility of APOC lies in its ability
to capture the interaction among multiple components that
operate in parallel, as is typically the case in most behaviorbased architectures. For such architectures, behaviors in sense
(2) (i.e., as architectural components) can be represented
as APOC components, and APOC links can be used to
implement the information and control flow among these
components (possibly involving additional components that
implement behavior selection policies or behavior arbitration
mechanisms).
In the following we will show how architectures with
implicit and explicit, cooperative and competitive, adaptive and
non-adaptive behavior selection strategies can be cast in the
APOC formalism in a unified way. Figure 4 shows how each
of the mechanisms described in this section can be expressed
in APOC.
A. Non-Adaptive Implicit Competitive Behavior Selection:
Subsumption
The subsumption architecture [2] is a layered system, in
which individual layers work on individual goals concurrently
and asynchronously. Layers consist of components, each component being the representation of a behavior. Each behavior
is implemented as an augmented finite state machine (AFSM).
Subsumption architectures can be translated into the APOC
I2
framework in straightforward manner:
C
1) Augmented finite state machines (AFSM)–the basic
components of subsumption architectures–are mapped
I3
onto APOC components by directly incorporating the
input-output mapping defined by the state table of the
AFSM into the update function  of the APOC component
2) The position of an AFSM in a subsumption architecture
(i.e., the layer in which it resides) is modelled by
activation values of APOC components
3) Message passing links (including environmental/data
inputs) are modelled as A-links
4) Inhibitor connections are mapped onto A-links together
with simple, specialized APOC components implementing AND gates to decide whether to pass on information
or whether to block it
5) Reset connections are modeled as special A-link inputs
to an APOC component ( ensures that the component
resets its state when these lines are active)
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Fig. 4. Sample architectures with food and water seeking behaviors from each of the seven occupied categories in Table I modelled in APOC as discussed
in Sections V:A through V:H.
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6) Suppressor connections are also implemented as additional A-link inputs, which carry their originating component’s activation value (i.e., position in the hierarchy)–
according to this value the APOC component decides
whether its outputs need to be suppressed
B. Non-Adaptive Explicit Competitive Behavior Selection: Action Network
Based on Minsky’s “Society of Mind” [48], the Agent
Network Architecture (ANA) is viewed as a set of competence
modules [6]. Competence modules are connected through three
types of links: successor, predecessor, and conflictor links.
Two general conditions are imposed on the architecture: (1) all
components in the network have the same activation threshold,
and (2) if no active components are found in the network, the
activation threshold is lowered by 10%.
Each component in the ANA architecture is modelled by a
corresponding APOC component. A unique activation threshold has to be chosen for the entire network. The activation
threshold modification function is then set to bring about a
10% decrease in threshold every time no active components
are found.
A special component is implemented with observer and
activation links to all other components. The function of this
component is threefold: (1) to compute the average activation
after each time-step, (2) send this activation back to each
component, which can then perform its own normalization,
and (3) observe active components within the network and
decide if a lowering of the activation threshold is necessary.
Incoming activation links are then structured to form seven
categories of ANA links: predecessor links (excitatory), successor links (excitatory), conflictor links (inhibitory), sensor
links / activation by state (excitatory), goal links (excitatory),
protected goal links (inhibitory), average activation link.
In addition, several global parameters of the ANA architecture need to be fixed:
1)  , the mean activation value after each timestep
2)  , the initial value of the global threshold,
3) , the constant determining the weighting of environmental sensor inputs and successor links,
4) , the constant determining the weighting of goal inputs
and predecessor links, and
5) , the constant determining the weighting of protected
goal inputs and conflictor links
C. Non-Adaptive Explicit Cooperative Behavior Selection:
Motor Schema-based Systems
In schema-based approaches [7], [49], motor schemas operate as “concurrent, asynchronous processes each of which
instantiates a behavioral ‘intention”’ [50]. This principle can
be directly expressed in APOC:
1) Each perceptual and motor schema is modelled by an
APOC component, with the computation that defines
the schema in the update function  of the component
(or the associated process).
2) Motor and perceptual schemas are connected by A-, O-,
and C-links.

3) Sensors trigger, via C-links, the instantiation of the
respective perceptual-motor schema combination.
4) A component (the “summation component”) performing
the fusion part of all schemas for the effector output is
needed, which is always instantiated and also connected
to the output of motor schema components via A-links
D. Non-Adaptive Implicit Cooperative Behavior Selection:
DAMN
DAMN [12] is a voting scheme in which a central arbiter
tallies votes from all behaviors to select the best behavior.
Modelling DAMN in APOC requires the following steps:
1) Each behavior is modelled by an APOC component,
with the computation that defines the behavior in the
update function,  of the component or its associated
process, based on the complexity of the behavior.
2) Each motor controller is modelled by an APOC component, with the motor control being part of the update
function,  . Thus, for each motor controller the update
function will send commands to the controlled effector.
3) The arbiter is implemented in a specialized APOC
component.
4) Votes are passed to the arbiter through incoming A-links.
5) Commands are passed to motor controllers through Alinks.
E. Adaptive Explicit Competitive Behavior Selection: LAlliance
In L-Alliance [30], adaptation is provided through the
variation of several parameters during two phases: a “learning
phase” and an “adaptive phase”. In the learning phase, agents
learn about their capabilities and those of their teammates
without concern for task completion. In the adaptive phase,
agents are still able to modify their behavior selection strategy,
but the changes are directed strictly towards goal achievement.
One global parameter, the activation threshold, needs to be
fixed for all components. All other parameters are local to
each component (and can, therefore, be computed as part of
the update function  ):
1) Sensory feedback: a binary parameter indicating whether
the behavior associated with the component is applicable
to the current sensory configuration
2) Inter-robot communication: a binary parameter indicating whether another agent has sent a message regarding
the behavior associated with this component.
3) Suppression from active behavior sets: a binary parameter indicating whether another behavior is currently
active in the agent
4) Learned robot influence: a binary parameter whose value
is based on a threshold function. In the active learning
phase it indicates whether another agent is attempting
the behavior associated with the current component. In
the adaptive learning phase, it indicates that the agent’s
“boredom level” is above a threshold or that the agent
believes that it can achieve a task in less time than
another agent currently attempting that task.
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5) Robot impatience: a real-valued parameter indicating
the time the agent is willing to allow another agent’s
messages to influence its own motivation.
6) Robot acquiescence: two real-valued parameters indicating the time before the agent yields the task to another
and the time before the agent gives up on the task when
left on its own.
All the above parameters are then combined according to
the update rule of the component (following the definitions of
the L-Alliance architecture) to compute a motivational factor.
Behaviors associated with components whose motivations exceed the threshold will then compete for execution based on
a predefined behavior selection policy (such as “shortest job
first” or “pick behavior at random”).
F. Adaptive Explicit Cooperative Behavior Selection: Behavior Column Architecture
The Behavior Column Architecture (BeCA) is an architecture that consists of a network of blackboard-based cognitive and motivational components [31]. Each BeCA component is made up of subcomponents: internal (or “elemental”) behaviors (which are knowledge sources), a blackboard,
activity state registers of the internal behaviors, the interface/communication mechanisms, and the competition/control
mechanism.
Either a whole BeCA component or each of the individual
subcomponents can be modelled by an APOC component. In
the latter case, internal behaviors are condition-action rules
which map in a straightforward manner to update functions in
APOC components. Internal behaviors connect to the blackboard via O-links (to observe the current state of the problem
solving process) and A-links to place new solution elements
to the blackboard. The activity state registers are connected
to internal behaviors through O-links and observe their state.
Environmental and system information is fed to a BeCA
component through A-link connections to the communication
component, which, in turn, is connected through A-links
to the blackboard (to store environmental information) and
to other components in the system. The competition/control
mechanism is connected to each internal behavior through an
O-link which observes the activation of the component, and
an A-link, which can activate or inhibit the behavior.
The adaptive part of its behavior selection mechanism
comes from parameter modifications in internal behaviors.
Two quantities can be modified: the strength of connections
between internal behaviors and conditions (the efficacy with
which a behavior can satisfy internal perceptions, external
perceptions, and drives), and a combination factor between
internal and external signals. Both types of modification are
performed as part of the update function  of the APOC
component representing an internal behavior.
The limiting case of cooperative behavior selection is
competitive behavior selection as described in the hybrid
coordination scheme [32], [51], [52], which collapses the
competitive-cooperative distinction.9 In this approach, behav9 Note that viewing competition as a special case of cooperation is true
of any schema-based approach, where gain values of all but one schema are
(possibly only temporarily) set to 0.

iors are grouped in sets of two, with one behavior being
designated as dominant. The two behaviors send their outputs
(consisting of a directional vector and an activation value) to
a “hybrid component”, which combines them in a manner
preferential to the dominant behavior. A similar process is
applied recursively to hybrid components until an overall
unique output vector is generated as the overall behavior of
the system.
The hybrid coordination architecture can be directly expressed in APOC: both behaviors and hybrid decision components are modelled as APOC components, where both desired
action vectors and activation values are passed through Alinks.
An important contribution of this approach is that the
hybridization process is applied “on top” of an existing
architecture. We will pursue a similar direction in the next
section, where we introduce a generic architecture for the
dynamic modification of behavior selection strategies. However, whereas hybrid coordination requires communication to
consist of an activation value and a (directional) vector (thus
making it difficult, if not impossible, to use with behavior
selection mechanisms which use different information for
communication among components or are not limited to vectors and activation values such as subsumption components),
our approach will be designed to work with any kind of
behavior representation.
G. Adaptive Implicit Cooperative Behavior Selection: DAC
The DAC system [33] uses a neural-network based approach
to implement controllers for a robotic agent. In DAC, each
behavior is implemented through a neural network. When any
node in a layer has an activation value of 1, it automatically
triggers a motor response. In the original system presented, the
two behaviors are connected through an inhibitory element
which gives preference to the avoidance behavior over the
approach one.
Due to the use of neural networks for control, the DAC
architecture exhibits implicit behavior selection. The adaptive
component of DAC is also implicit, as DAC architectures
adapt by modifying neural network weights as a result of
environmental interaction. The changes are made through a
modified Hebbian learning algorithm.
DAC can be modelled in APOC as follows:
1) Each sensor maps onto an APOC component.
2) The Target Detector and Collision Detector each map
onto an APOC component.
3) Each neuron maps onto an APOC component.
4) All connections among nodes are performed through Alinks, where links within a neural network implement,
in their operator part, the learning mechanism.
VI. DYNAMIC B EHAVIOR S ELECTION M ECHANISMS
S IMULATED AGENTS

IN

The above examples illustrate how existing models of
adaptive and non-adaptive behavior selection can be expressed
within the APOC formalism in a unified way. As can be
seen from these descriptions, a common characteristic of
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A. Switching between Cooperative and Competitive Behavior
Selection
Consider two behavior-based architectures with explicit
behavior selection for the same task. The first, call it   ,
uses  behaviors implemented in components !
and a cooperative behavior selection policy implemented in
component "  (left in Figure 5), while the second, call
it  #$ , uses %'&)( behaviors implemented in components
*+,-. and a competitive behavior selection policy
" #$ (on the right in Figure 5)–without loss of generality
we assume that they have the /&0(2143 behavior components
  + in common. Behavior components receive their
input from the environment and their states are observed
(via an O-link) by the policy components ( "5 and "67#$ ,
respectively). The policy components then configure the fusion
components 8 (via an A-link) according to the observed states
of the behavior components based on the employed policy: in
the case of cooperative behavior selection, a special signal
is sent to the fusion component (indicating that it should
combine inputs from all lines); in the case of competitive
behavior selection, the input line number which is connected
to the output of the selected behavior is sent.11 The fusion
components receive as input all outputs from the behavior
nodes and either combine them all (according to the employed
fusion method in the case of cooperative behavior selection),
10 Note

that only 7 of these eight kinds, as depicted in Table I seem to have
been used in the literature so far.
11 Note that other configurations are possible based on the policy, e.g., a
subset of input lines could be selected.

or select one based on the input from the policy component
(for competitive behavior selection).
It is easy to see how a particular architecture with cooperative behavior selection, a schema-based architecture, for
example, could be specified as an instance of   : the Alinks between the behavior components and the fusion component contain the gains (with which all behavioral outputs will
be scaled) and the policy component configures the fusion
component to always combine all outputs from the behavior
components (alternatively, the gains can be stored in the fusion
component or the behavior components as well).
Similarly, an architecture with competitive behavior selection like the subsumption-based architecture, for example, can
be specified straightforwardly as an instance of   : all
components reside in the same layer, and the fusion component
simply selects the output of the behavior component based
on the policy component (which always selects only one of
the behavior components, e.g., based on internal states of the
behavior components).
A−link

B jm

Bj

Σ
Pcomp

Bn

Fig. 5. Architectures with cooperative behavior selection (left) and competitive behavior selection (right).

Given both architectures, it is now possible to merge them
into a combined architecture that allows for switching between
the two policies (see Figure 6). The combined architecture
contains all behavior components    . , one fusion component 8 , the two policy components "5#$ and "6 , and
an additional decision component  , which is used to decide
when to switch between the two policies. Note that  can take
environmental inputs as well as inputs from internal sensors
to decide when to switch behavioral strategies (depending on
the kind of employed dynamic behavior selection strategy as
discussed in Section III).
We will now more closely examine two cases of switching
between competitive and cooperative strategies in the context
of a two-resource foraging task, where agents are in constant
need of two resources food and water, which they have to find
and consume regularly in order to survive. This kind of task
has been used by several researchers to study and compare
behavior selection mechanisms (e.g., [1]). For foraging then,
we assume that all agents have behavioral components for
FOOD - SEEKING (   ) and WATER - SEEKING ( 9 ).
B. Switching from Cooperative to Competitive Behavior Selection
Consider a type of foraging agent with a combined architecture :6;<(>=?@A(%2BC , which by default uses cooperative behavior

Effectors

Σ

...

Pcoop

Bi

...

...

Bi

Effectors

B1

Sensor Processing

O−link
Sensor Processing

current architectures with adaptive behavior selection is that
the adaptation process does not involve structural changes
of the agent architecture. Rather, parameters of specialized
components that function as arbiters are modified to change
behavior selection strategies. However, architectural mechanisms that modify the layout and connectivity of an agent
architecture allow for a wider class of adaptive mechanisms,
and in particular, for switching among different behavior
selection mechanisms, i.e., for dynamic behavior selection,
as we will demonstrate in this section. Specifically, we will
provide a mechanism for switching among different behavior
selection strategies that works both for implicit and explicit
behavior selection mechanisms, and thus allows for any of
the eight possible kinds of behavior selection mechanisms
we distinguished in Section II to occur at any place in the
architecture.10
First, we motivate a mechanism for dynamic behavior
selection that can switch between explicit cooperative and
competitive behavior selection. We then show the utility of
this mechanism in several simulation experiments with virtual
agents that have to perform a two-resource foraging task
in a simulated environment. Specifically, we compare agents
that can switch between competitive and cooperative behavior
selection strategies to agents that use a fixed strategy (either
cooperative or competitive). Finally, we distil a generic architecture from this mechanism that allows for switching among
multiple implicit and explicit behavior selection strategies.
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Fig. 6. An architecture for switching between cooperative and competitive
behavior selection strategies.

selection "6 as described above (e.g., using a schema-based
approach), where the relative contribution of each behavior
depends on its activation. The activation, in turn, reflects the
agent’s proximity to resources associated with the behavior
(e.g., “food” for FOOD - SEEKING, see also [27]). Now consider
the case, in which an agent’s water level drops below a certain
critical threshold. In this circumstance, a competitive behavior
selection strategy "57#$ , which ignores food and focuses
entirely on water, is better than the default cooperative strategy.
Hence, D could implement an alarm mechanism (case (2) in
Section III), which switches to competitive behavior selection,
whenever internal energy or water levels drop below critical
values. Depending on which level drops below the threshold
first, "67#$ will send a signal to 8 to use either the input
from   or 9 –if both drop at the same time, "5#$ could
pick one at random, or suppress the one that seems farther
away based on environmental input (the architecture is shown
on the bottom left in Figure 7).
C. Switching from Competitive to Cooperative
Now consider an agent that uses a combined architecture
competitive (e.g., using a
subsumption-style approach). Depending on which resource
the agent needs more, food or water, either the FOOD - SEEKING
or the WATER - SEEKING component will be selected by "F7#$ .
Component G9 , in this case, does not have to monitor internal
energy and water levels (as with the :6;!(=?+@E(%2B  architecture),
because behavior selection already guarantees that the agent
will go after the resource it needs most (in terms of the
:6;!(=?+@E(>%2B  architecture, behavior selection in :6;<(>=?@A(%2BC9
achieves a “permanent alarm mode”). However, if on the
way to a resource that is needed another close-by resource
can be picked up (i.e., without a big detour), then it might
be beneficial to do so. To accomplish this, component 
implements a decision mechanism that allows the agent to
turn on cooperative behavior selection if the activation of

:6;!(=?+@E(>%2B 9 , which by default is
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Fig. 7. Architectures for food- and water seeking agents with non-adaptive
cooperative behavior selection
(top left) and competitive behavior selection
(top right), and with dynamic switching from
(bottom left), and from
default cooperative to competitive
default competitive to cooperative
(bottom right).
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the behavior representing the most needed resource is much
lower than the activation of the behavior representing the
not-so-much needed resource (e.g., in the spirit of case (5)
in Section III). For example, the influence of the WATER SEEKING component is taken into account, even if food is
needed, but the activation of the water-seeking behavior is
over twice that of the food-seeking behavior, indicating that
resources might be in the vicinity (the architecture is shown
on the bottom right in Figure 7).12
D. Simulation Environment and Setup
To test the utility of switching between competitive and
cooperative behavior selection mechanisms, we defined and
implemented a basic agent model, which we then equipped
with four different architectures. Agent types   and *9 have
the two dynamic architectures :5;!(=?+@A(%2BY and :6;!(=?+@E(%2B 9 ,
respectively, which are combinations obtained from merging the following non-adaptive architectures (as described in
Section VI-B): agent type d has a schema-based architecture with non-adaptive explicit cooperative behavior selection
"6 (top left in Figure 7), and agent type *e has a subsumption architecture with non-adaptive implicit competitive
behavior selection (top right in Figure 7).
All agent types process sensory information, which comes
from their vision sensors, by computing “force vectors” from
the agent’s current position to the perceived resources. For
each resource type, i.e., food and water, a force vector is
computed ( 6fg and Zhjilknmo , respectively), which is the sum,
9
scaled by 3^pAq r2q , of all vectors r from the agent to the objects
of each type within sensory range (set to 300). The activation
of each of the two behavior components is then determined in
terms of the length of  (i.e., q 5fgCq and q ZhjilknmoCq ).
12 Depending on the perceptual system this indication of the proximity of
water or food may or may not be accurate.
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In the schema-based architecture, the force vectors are
mapped into motor space in the 8 component by the transformation function stnuwvGxyB fg z  fg 1{B hjilknmo|z  hjilknmo ,
where each B fg and B hjilknmo are the gain values determining
the relative contribution of each behavior component to the
overall agent’s behavior. In the subsumption architecture, 8
suppresses the output of the behavior, which corresponds to
the resource type that is less needed depending on internal
energy and water levels.13
As environment we used an unlimited continuous surface,
which can be populated with the four agent kinds as well
as food and water sources, which pop up within a 800 unit
by 800 unit area and disappear after a predetermined period
of time, if not consumed by agents. Agents are in constant
need of food and water as moving consumes energy and water
proportional to their speed–even if they do not move, they will
still consume a certain amount of both. When the energy/water
level of an agent drops below a certain threshold } , agents
“die” and are removed from the simulation (they also die and
are removed if they run into other agents). After a certain
age ~'x{a- (measured in terms of simulation cycles), agents
reach maturity and can produce a variable number of offspring
depending on their current energy and water levels (from 0 to
4).
All architectures for the simulation experiments were implemented using the SimAgent toolkit [53].
E. Experiments and Results
We performed several experiments, which we can categorize
into four main sets depending on whether new resources
appeared at a low or a high frequency at random locations
(i.e., with a probability of 0.25 for food and 0.15 for water,
or a probability of 0.5 for food and 0.3 for water per cycle,
respectively), and whether environment were homogeneous or
heterogeneous (i.e., consisted of one or more kind of agent).
In the first two sets, we examined the viability of each agent
kind in low and high resource environments, respectively. For
each of the 8 experiments part of these two sets, we ran 40
simulations of 10000 cycles each with 10 agents (of a given
kind), 15 food and 15 water sources placed initially at random
locations in the environment. As a measure of an agent type’s
performance, we used the number of surviving agents at the
end of each simulation run, averaged over the 40 runs (to
eliminate effects of initial positions). As can be seen from the
results in Table II, each agent kind can survive on its own in
both low and high resource environments, although the average
survival rate for agent kinds other than   is very low in
low resource environments. While the performance difference
among *9 ,  d , and <e is not statistically significant, the difference between   and the other agents is highly significant
(p  0.001 using a two-tailed t-test). Therefore, the dynamic
behavior selection strategy implemented by   is by far better
than those implemented by the other agent kinds (including the
dynamic architecture implemented by 9 agents).

 

13 Note that
agents do not use their internal energy and water levels for
behavior selection or any processing for that matter.

Sets 3 and 4, then investigated the potential of dynamic
behavior selection in competitive environments. For this purpose, we ran again 8 experiments with environments initially
containing two agents kinds of 10 agents each randomly placed
in the environment, one with dynamic behavior selection, the
other without (again, we used 15 randomly placed food and
15 randomly placed water sources). As in the homogeneous
case, we averaged the number of survivors of each agent kind
after 10000 simulation cycles over 40 runs. But different from
the previous two sets, each set now contains 8 experiments,
comparing each dynamic to each non-dynamic agent for low
and high resource environments.
Table III shows the results for   agents, Table IV shows
the results for  9 agents. As expected from the individual experiments,   agents outperform both kinds with non-dynamic
behavior selection in both low and high resource environments
(p  0.001 using a two-tailed t-test). This time 9 is also
significantly better than  d and <e (p  0.05) in all cases,
which indicates that dynamic switching from competitive to
cooperative behavior selection as implemented by |9 agents
is relatively better than any of its constituent non-dynamic
behavior selection strategies (as there is a significant difference
between them in heterogeneous environments while there is no
significant difference in homogeneous environments).
Finally, it should be mentioned that the thresholds for
switching from cooperative to competitive behavior selection
in   and for switching from competitive to cooperative
behavior selection in 9 could be learnt (e.g., through an evolutionary method like mutation across generations or through
reinforcement learning within the life-time of each agent,
where the expected future benefit obtained from switching
behavior selection strategies is used to lower or raise the
threshold).
F. A Generic Architecture for Dynamic Behavior Selection
The results of the simulation experiments demonstrate that
switching between cooperative and competitive behavior selection can be highly beneficial. We can now generalize
the above approach to a generic architecture for dynamic
behavior selection, which accommodates implicit and explicit
competitive and cooperative behavior selection mechanisms.
In a first step, we allow for an arbitrary number of policy
components in the architecture in Figure 6. In a second step,
we add C-links from policy components to behaviors, allowing
policy components to terminate and (re-)instantiate links from
behavior components to the 8 component. This way implicit
behavior selection obviates the need to reconfigure 8 (via
an A-link from a policy node) and, moreover, reduces the
resource requirements at the architectural level (by reducing
the number of links that need to be updated). In some
circumstances, it will be possible to allow policy components
to even terminate (temporarily) the behavior component itself
(e.g., in the case of   agents when one resource drops
below the critical level). The advantage of this move is again
the reduction of the required computational resources in the
running virtual machine (e.g., fewer memory requirements and
shorter update times of the architectures, both of which are
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essential if computational resources are limited as is the case
in embedded behavior-based systems like autonomous robots).
Figure 8 shows a schematic of the generic architecture.
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sensory inputs for a given environment (demonstrating
Cases 1,2, and 7)
2) Experiments 2: the robot changes combinations and
sequences of behaviors to overcome deadlocks (demonstrating Cases 4 and 5)
3) Experiment 3: the robot uses attentional mechanisms to
detect a lack of progress towards its goal and changes
its behavior selection strategy to overcome the problems
(demonstrating Cases 3 and 6)
The task is the same for all three sets: the robot needs to
locate and reach a target location (“orange ball”) as quickly
as possible in an obstacle environment without bumping into
obstacles (i.e., boxes and chairs, see Figure 9).

Pn

Fig. 8. A generic architecture for dynamic changes among multiple behavior
selection strategies.

It is worth noting that this generic architecture necessarily
leaves open the functional specification of the decision component  , which is an important strength of the proposed
architectural approach to dynamic modifications of behavior
selection strategies: there is no unique decision method that
equally applies to all tasks and moreover fixes the best
strategy for switching among behavior selection mechanisms.
This can be best seen from the experiments with  9 agents
where dynamic behavior selection is not better than nondynamic behavior selection in homogeneous environments,
but is significantly better than non-dynamic behavior selection
in heterogeneous environments. In other words, whether and
to what extent a decision mechanism for switching among
different behavior selection strategies is successful, does in
general not depend on the architectural mechanism alone, but
may also depend on external factors, such as the makeup of
the environment, in which the task is to be performed: while
there are cases (e.g., the   agents) where an architectural
mechanism  is “absolutely better” (i.e., in all considered environments), there are other cases (e.g., the  9 agents) where
mechanisms  is only better in a subset of the considered
environments. Consequently, it is crucial for a generic architecture for dynamic behavior selection mechanisms (such as
the one proposed here) to allow for different kinds of decision
components depending on the given task and environment as
otherwise fixing the functional specification of  will limit its
generality.
VII. DYNAMIC B EHAVIOR S ELECTION M ECHANISMS
ROBOTS

IN

Since behavior-based architectures are primarily intended
for robotic agents, where real-time performance is critical,
we demonstrate the utility of dynamic behavior selection for
combinations of the seven cases (discussed in Section III) on
a robot in three different sets of experiments:
1) Experiment 1: the robot learns to constrain the set of
behaviors used for behavior selection based on relevant

Fig. 9.

The robot on its way to the target location (orange ball).

A. Experimental Setup
All robotic experiments were performed on a Pioneer
2DXE robot from ActivMedia, which was equipped with
a SONY PTZ camera, an onboard framegrabber, and
an onboard PC running Linux. The generic architecture
used in all experiments (left in Figure 10) consists
"|^^?P^(>%2B ,
of a :5%"|^^?P^+(%2B , an <?P=(%
D?N((% :6A= part. The
and a :6Cra(
:5%"|^^?P^(>%2B part processes sonar, visual, and
bumper sensor information (received from the robot’s
16 sonar, camera, and 10 bumper sensors, respectively)
in components 3 through 3 , lr , and P and makes
the information available to other parts of the system.
For visual images, for example, the centroids of color
blobs are computed and converted into directional vectors.
The *?N=(%"|^^?P^+(%2B part implements all behaviors
as well as the employed behavior selection strategies (a
schema-based cooperative mechanism, by default), while
the :6CrC(4D?N((%:6A= implements additional
control methods dependent on the specific functionality to be
tested in each of the three experiments. All architectures were
implemented in ADE, a JAVA-based APOC development
environment under development in our lab, in which
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Fig. 10. Architectural description for the robotic experiments. From left to right: the generic architectural set-up and the individual architectures for experiments
1, 2, and 3.

architectures specified in the APOC formalism can be
directly implemented [38], [39], [40].
B. Experiment 1
In this experiment, the robot repeatedly moves through the
obstacle environment starting in the same area in an effort
to learn how to traverse it as quickly as possible. On each
run, components processing the largest sonar sensor values
are systematically deleted for a fixed period of time in order
to determine whether their absence makes a difference in
the robot’s progress towards the target location (as measured
in terms of the size of the identifiable target location in
the visual image). If no difference is detected, the sensor
component gets permanently deleted for the particular route
(Case 1), otherwise the component is re-instantiated. An alarm
mechanism connected to the bumper sensors ensures that
the robot will not inflict any damage if relevant sensors get
temporarily deleted (Case 2). Over time, the robot learns to
remove irrelevant sensor components for a given route, which
frees up system resources and leads to better performance at
traversing the environment (Case 7).

information and forms a composite “picture” of the environment.  analyzes the environment, decides which components
are expendable and deletes them from the architecture. The
<?P=(%4"|^^?P^(>%2B consists of two components: 3 , which
sets up 8 to compute an overall direction towards the goal,
and an alarm mechanism  , whose function is to prevent the
robot from hitting obstacles and which, therefore, overrides 3
when the robot is in a perilous situation. It should be noted
that although sensor components are deleted for the duration
of a particular route, they can be re-instantiated if another
task requires them. Thus, the experiment illustrates one way
of learning fixed action patterns (such as the egg retrieval of
the greylag goose) at the architecture level, where only the
minimal sensory information necessary to perform the action
pattern is processed.
Figure VII-B shows two typical scenarios for this experiment. For each of these two scenarios, we first performed
10 runs without learning to get the baseline results for the
traversal times. Then we performed 10 runs each allowing the
system to delete at most one sensor component and another
set of 10 runs each, in which the system was allowed to delete
up to two components. For all runs, we measured the elapsed
time between starting the traversal and arriving at the target
location. Table V summarizes the results.
TABLE V

Obstacle

T HE AVERAGE TIMES TO

Target

OF THE

Target

10

RUNS WITH

Baseline
1 deleted
2 deleted

The two scenarios used for the first robot traversing experiments.

The architecture implementing the cooperative behavior
selection strategy that dynamically restricts and widens the
pool of contenders is shown in Figure 10 (second from the
left). The :6Cra(D?N(+(%:6A= structure consists
of two APOC components, E3 and  . E3 collects sonar

0, 1, AND 2

COMPONENTS DELETED FOR THE TWO

TRAVERSING SCENARIOS OF ROBOT EXPERIMENT

Obstacle

Fig. 11.

TARGET AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR EACH

Mean
37.06
24.38
20.55

Scenario 1
Conf.Int.
(30.50,43.61)
(21.68,27.07)
(20.33,20.76)

Mean
21.27
17.64
18.92

1.

Scenario 2
Conf.Int.
(17.84,24.70)
(16.98,18.29)
(18.00,19.84)

As can be seen from the results, the dynamic architecture
modification is beneficial in both scenarios. The traversal times
in the runs with one component deleted are in both cases
significantly lower than in the two baseline runs (p  0.05 using
a t-test). Hence, both task performance and computational
resource utilization are improved by dynamical behavior selection (as fewer components need to be instantiated in memory
and updated). Moreover, in the first scenario, the run with
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two deleted components is also significantly better than the
run with one deleted component, thus further improving both
performance and reducing resource requirements. However,
the increased speed and reduced number of components can
also lead to collisions that otherwise would not have occurred.
The robot bumped in 6 out of the 10 runs with two deleted
components into obstacles in the first scenario (triggering the
alarm mechanisms connected to the bumper sensors to back
it up). In the second scenario, on the other hand, all runs
were completed without collisions. And even though the difference between the baseline runs and the runs with two deleted
components is not significantly different (in fact, the traversal
time is slightly higher in the case of two deleted components),
there is again a reduction of the computational requirements.
Therefore, depending on the structure of the environment and
safety concerns, it might be necessary to determine the largest
number of components that can be deleted without risking
collisions, which can be done by comparing the outcome of
several “trial-and-error” runs for different numbers of deleted
components.
It is worth pointing out that in the first scenario only 6
out of the 10 baseline traversals completed. In the other 4
runs, the robot got stuck in a “local minimum”, which is
quite common for schema-based cooperative behavior selection approaches. One effective solution that was proposed to
overcome these minima is to add an “avoid-past schema” to
the architecture [54]. This schema effectively keeps track of
all recent locations the robot has visited and adds a repulsive
force to the overall force vector for each of these locations,
which eventually causes the robot to be repelled by them,
thus overcoming local minima. Unfortunately, the “avoid-past”
schema is computationally and architecturally demanding in
that past locations have to be stored and their representations
need to be updated relative to the robot’s movements, which
requires at the very least additional (typically proprioceptive)
input to determine (approximately) the robot’s movement between two architecture update cycles. The proposed dynamic
behavior selection mechanism, on the other hand, does not
need architectural extensions to achieve the same effect in the
above scenarios. On the contrary, it reduces the instantiated architecture by (temporarily) deleting those components that are
not necessary for and potentially interfere with the completion
of the traversal.
C. Experiment 2
In this experiment, the robot eventually encounters a narrow
passage on its way to the target location, which it has to pass
(see Figure 12). If the target is placed in the center after the
passage (left in Figure 12), the robot will typically be able to
go through using its standard cooperative behavior selection
mechanism. If, however, the target is placed off to one side
(partly hidden behind an obstacle as in the right two figures
in Figure 12), the robot will either fail to go through the
passage or lose track of the ball. Various factors (such as
wheel slippage, noise in the sonar values when it gets too
close to an obstacle, and others) cause the robot to be unable
to center in on the ball directly. By dynamically reconfiguring

the relative contributions of different behaviors (in this case
motor schemas) based on the context, i.e., whether or not the
robot sees the target (Case 5), it is possible to extend the
robot’s behavioral repertoire and recombine behaviors (Case
4) to overcome the deadlock.
Target

Target

76 cm

76 cm

38 cm

38 cm

Fig. 12. The robot’s trajectory for different setups for robot experiment 2:
with centered target behind the passage way (left) and the target off to one
side, without (middle) and with supervisory control (right).

The architecture implementing the context-dependent dynamic modifications of the relative contributions of each
behavior in the cooperative behavior selection strategy is
the second subfigure from the right in Figure 10. The
:6Cra(D?N((%:5Y= consists of a single component, a , which processes the visual information available to
the system and chooses which of two decision components will
be instantiated in the architecture. The *?N=(%¡"|^^?P^+(%2B
section thus consists of two decision components: one component, w , configures 8 to use a constant attraction to the
ball, while the other, w , increases the attraction of the ball
over time (for a given time interval, after which it is reset to
its original value). The later implements an adaptive behavior
selection strategy, as it will change the relative contribution of
ball attraction and obstacle repulsion until either the robot can
advance through the passage or the time limit of the adaptation
process is reached (i.e., the point at which it is assumed that
adaptation is not able to resolve the impasse).
Again, we performed 10 baseline runs with the non-dynamic
architecture, where the ball was placed off-center on the other
side of the passage and the robot failed to traverse the passage
in all 10 runs. With dynamic behavior selection, the robot
only failed to traverse the passage in two out of 10 trials.
This shows that the addition of components a and w , which
establish the context-mapping and allow for dynamic switches
among configurations of gain values for motor schemas, is
another effective way to overcome local minima. Note that
this benefit can be achieved using minimal computational and
architectural requirements. Moreover, the dynamic behavior
selection mechanisms can be added to an existing schemabased architecture with only minor modifications.
D. Experiment 3
The third experiment uses the setup of experiment 2, except
that the opening between the two obstacles is now too small for
the robot to be able to pass through safely. On a typical run, the
robot will proceed towards the ball using the standard cooperative mechanism. Once the obstacles are reached, the robot

Target

76 cm

38 cm
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will be locked into oscillatory behavior regardless of where the
ball is placed on the other side (i.e., it will move towards and
away from the obstacles without making any progress towards
the target location). In this case, even the dynamic behavior
selection mechanism from the above experiment that helped
align the robot properly for traversal will fail, as the passage
is too narrow for traversal and the repulsive forces exerted by
the obstacles consequently cause the robot to turn away.
This is were an attentional mechanism proves useful (Case
6): by noticing that no progress is made towards the target
(comparing different perceptions of the target and robot movements over time), the mechanism switches behavior selection
to competitive mode to avoid impossible actions (Case 3) and
turns off visual input, which effectively leads the robot to move
around the obstacle. Once the target reappears, the supervisory
mechanism re-enables visual input and full cooperative behavior selection.

Target

38 cm

Fig. 13. The environment for robot experiment 3 showing the robot’s path
with dynamic behavior selection.

The architecture implementing the performance-based attentional control, which can switch among different behavior
selection strategies, is shown in the rightmost subfigure of
Figure 10. Here, the :6CrC(D?N((%:6A= consists
of two components: a¢ , which observes the vision sensor and
identifies the contents of the image seen by the robot, and
C , which monitors the progress made by the robot towards
achieving its goal. If the progress is unsatisfactory, C interrupts the decision component which is currently active (¢ )
and starts the inactive one (w ).14 Thus, <?N=(%"|^^?P^+(%2B
consists of two components with different characteristics: E¢
is a component which uses cooperative decision making to
choose a behavior, whereas 2 is a competitive decision maker.
As with the other experiments, we performed 10 baseline
runs without dynamic behavior selection for both the basic
schema-based architecture and the architecture augmented
with the mechanism from experiment 2. In both cases, the
robot got stuck at the entrance to the passage without ever
getting around the obstacles. When dynamic behavior selection
was used, the robot was able to move around the obstacle
in all 10 runs, showing that attentional mechanisms that can
detect deadlocks are useful for controlling dynamic changes

14 Note that while in the present setup the threshold for switching from
cooperative to competitive behavior selection is fixed, it could, as in the
simulation experiments, be learnt using reinforcement learning.

of behavior selection strategies.15
VIII. D ISCUSSION
Currently, there are no systematic studies available that
investigate the potential of dynamic modifications of behavior selection mechanisms, which may be partly due to the
fact that behavior-based architectures do not easily or not
at all support the coexistence of multiple behavior selection
mechanisms. This was the main reason for using the APOC
framework, in which the proposed mechanisms for behaviorbased architectures with different behavior selection strategies
can be described and discussed in a unified way.
More importantly, the APOC formalism allows us to define
new efficient integration methods of behavior selection strategies within one architecture that are not possible in any of
the discussed design methodologies (e.g., a subsumption-based
architecture does not support the run-time instantiation of
schemas based on sensory information; conversely, a schemabased architecture does not support the hierarchical layering
possible in subsumption architectures).
“Efficient integration” here is a crucial factor, as it may be
possible in some cases to achieve dynamic changes among
behavior selection mechanisms simply by running several
architectures (each of which employs a particular behavior
selection strategy) in parallel and using another architecture
solely to decide which of these architectures gets to control
the agent’s effectors.
Consider, for example, an agent that is part of a group boxpushing task in an environment in which it needs to feed and
avoid predators. This is a combination of the tasks in [1] and
[29]. The two systems, a modified free flow hierarchy and
a case-based system, can operate independently in an agent,
requiring merely an additional component to decide which
behavior (as recommended by the two subsystems) to use.
Figure 14 shows a schematic of such a system, which could
be implemented by running three independent architectures in
parallel:
Survival Sub−system:
Modified Free−flow
Hierarchy

Task Accomplisment
Sub−System:
Case−Based Reasoning

Decision Node

Effectors

Fig. 14. An architecture with two different behavior selection mechanisms
obtained by combining two independent behavior selection architectures via
a separate decision system, thus duplicating behavior representations and
behavior processing.
15 Note that while the robot will typically be able to move around obstacles
in the environments used for our tests, there are environments where it will get
stuck, e.g., because moving around the blocking obstacle is not possible. In
that case, the supervisory component will consider the attempt to surround the
obstacle a failure and switch back to the standard behavior selection strategy,
thus effectively restarting the target localization process.
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Obviously, such a setup is less than ideal: it will not only
be resource-intense in terms of computational time and space
(and may, therefore, not be feasible on an autonomous robot),
but it will also reduce the flexibility of adjusting architectural
parameters across subarchitectures and increase the complexity
of the architectural design if multiple behavior selection strategies are to be employed at different places in the architecture at
the same time (e.g., competitive selection at the lowest motor
control layer, cooperative selection at an intermediate behavior
control layer, and a mixture of both at an even higher reflective
layer). By implementing the systems within one architecture,
it is possible to reuse all components implementing behaviors (without duplicating them as in Figure 14), while only
adding the structural mechanisms required for each individual
behavior selection strategy together with the decision component that switches between behavior selection mechanisms
(as proposed in Section 6). By overlaying several structural
features, each of which implements a particular behavior
selection strategy, it is possible to build complex systems
that can achieve a high degree of adaptivity along several
dimensions at the same time. For example, by integrating the
structural features of the behavior selection mechanisms of
the three robotic architectures presented above it is possible
to define a combined architecture that inherits all properties
of the individual systems (e.g., the robot can learn to reduce
sensory information, while being able to drive through narrow
passages, and giving up attempts to pass them if they are too
narrow in favor of driving around the obstacle).
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a taxonomy for behavior selection mechanisms that allows for a distinction between adaptive
or non-adaptive, explicit or implicit, cooperative or competitive
behavior selection strategies, each of which seems advantageous in different circumstances. We argued that behaviorbased architectures should allow for a combination of different
behavior selection strategies to be able to study and compare
the properties of different mechanisms and furthermore to
allow agents to choose (or learn to choose) at run-time the
strategy that works best in a given situation. Specifically,
we isolated seven possible scenarios for the application of
dynamic modifications of behavior selection strategies and
demonstrated the utility of architectures with dynamic behavior selection for all seven cases in experiments with simulated
and robotic behavior-based agents.
These demonstrations are intended to lead the way for
the investigation of additional, more complex architectural
mechanisms for dynamic behavior selection to explore and
pinpoint the kinds of situations, in which dynamically modifiable behavior selection mechanisms play out their strengths to
the fullest. We believe that such studies will ultimately have
to involve investigations of the tradeoffs between computationally expensive, highly versatile deliberative systems, which
can implement a large class of behavior selection strategies by
virtue of general reasoning and planning mechanisms based on
explicit representations of the task domain, and much cheaper,
architectural mechanisms that are by far not as general as

deliberative ones, but sufficient for the given tasks and, more
importantly, computationally much less demanding.
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TABLE II
R ESULTS OF THE

Resources

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE OF ALL FOUR AGENT KINDS IN LOW AND HIGH RESOURCE ENVIRONMENTS .

Switching 1
Mean
Conf.Int.
7.25
(6.15,8.35)
13.33 (12.43,14.22)

Low
High

R ESULTS OF

Resources

R ESULTS OF

Resources
Low
High

THE COMPETITION OF

Switching 1
Mean
Conf.Int.
5.80
(4.49,7.11)
11.92 (10.76,13.09)

Low
High

Switching 2
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.45 (-0.05,0.95)
5.42
(4.79,6.06)

TABLE III
AGENTS WITH

Cooperative
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.00 (0.00,0.00)
0.00 (0.00,0.00)

THE COMPETITION OF

Switching 2
Mean
Conf.Int.
1.03 (0.43,1.62)
3.07 (2.01,4.14)

 b

 c

TABLE IV
AGENTS WITH

Cooperative
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.00 (0.00,0.00)
1.45 (0.58,2.32)

Cooperative
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.50 (0.01,0.99)
4.20 (2.70,5.70)

 

AND

Z£

AGENTS , RESPECTIVELY.

Switching 1
Mean
Conf.Int.
5.33
(4.16,6.49)
11.42 (10.46,12.39)

 

AND

Z£

Competitive
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.58 (0.15,1.00)
3.75 (2.60,4.90)

Competitive
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.05 (-0.05,0.15)
0.25 (-0.26,0.76)

AGENTS , RESPECTIVELY.

Switching 2
Mean
Conf.Int.
1.65 (0.87,2.43)
5.02 (3.36,6.69)

Competitive
Mean
Conf.Int.
0.38 (0.09,0.66)
2.60 (1.63,3.57)

